Top LA Web Design Firm Awards Given out for December 2018 by 10 Best Design

10 Best Design has published yet another list of what it believes could be contenders for the spot of the best web design firm in the world. Most of its contenders hail from the United States, employ more than 50 people and are found in huge markets for web design services such as New York City and Los Angeles, California.

LOS ANGELES (PRWEB) December 31, 2018 -- 10 Best Design has announced the most recent winners of its Top LA Web Design Firm awards for December 2018. Winners for this month were SPINX Digital, EIGHT25MEDIA and Blue Fountain Media.

10 Best Design's list for December 2018 indicates the top 11 firms that its experts believe are most deserving of the title of the best web design firm. The list recapped by this article ranked the 11 most top-contending candidates for what 10 Best Design's experts believe could be the best LA web development agency.

Los Angeles' very own SPINX Digital is a regular on these types of lists published by 10 Best Design, including outside of regionally-exclusive lists like this one. SPINX Digital is a leading web design firm that that employs less than 50 people; however, it experts more than make up for the relatively low number of people employed.

EIGHT25MEDIA, which also made the list of best LA web development agencies, employs upwards of 50 people but fewer than 250. It received a rating of 95 percent for the December 2018 reporting period.

Top web design firm Blue Fountain Media came in third place this month. Its hourly rate is lower than both SPINX Digital and EIGHT25MEDIA and finished with a rating of 94 percent.

10 Best Design’s monthly list of web design experts is an important tool for companies. Even though the World Wide Web is jam-packed with millions upon millions of unique domains and billions upon billions of web pages spread across those domains, web design is not an easy task to learn. It is not safe to say that learning HTML, or hypertext markup language; Javascript; and CSS, or cascading style sheets; is as difficult as becoming fluent in Chinese or Japanese for a lifelong native English speaker, though developing skills in all three of these programming languages is still challenging.

Fortunately for businesses and individuals in need of their own top-tier websites, 10 Best Design has been doing business and leading its industry for roughly the past five years. 10 Best Design is made up of a handful of web design experts who have hands-on experience in building websites. They have worked with reputable organizations and collectively select the best businesses and firms for web design are across the United States and Canada.

These rankings are relatively new, having been published since the middle of 2017. They are regularly read by tens of thousands of individuals, including those who browse the lists for strict business purposes, on a monthly basis. The number of readers increases each and every month.

For more information about this month’s winners, visit www.10bestdesign.com.
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